2017 VNEA INTERNATIONAL JUNIOR “ARTISTIC POOL” SHOOTOUT
(22nd ANNUAL…FREE ENTRY)

Congratulations!! You’re on your way to Erie, PA for a chance to win the international title in your
respective division. For the “22nd year in a row” you have the special opportunity to win another title:
2017 VNEA International Junior “Artistic Pool” Shootout Champion
Take your place in history as the champion of your elite division in a unique competition, which has now
enhanced the VNEA timeline since 1996 (International Records and Honors). The thrill and excitement of
winning this challenge has been evident not only among the players, but also the proud parents and
sponsors of each contestant.
Special Historical Listing Note: Anyone can review and enjoy ALL documented VNEA Junior
Champions and Runner-ups since 1996 at: http://www.drcuepromotions.com/past-present-future/
What is truly amazing about this “contest of skill and fun” is that it does not cost one penny to
participate in it. It’s a bonus for being in your regular division as a tournament participant. Whatever
division you play in the main tournament is the same division you will play in the “artistic pool” competition.
This international title is only the beginning!! Special awards and prizes provided by the VNEA and
contributing sponsors will also be presented to champions and runner-ups. There is nothing to lose and
everything to gain!! Everyone knows how to lag, so this event is easy to do and guarantees fun for each
junior taking part.
Let me explain the basic format, process, and rules. Marty and I will be running the competition on a
separate table provided at the tournament site. Whenever you are not playing in the regular tournament,
come on over to our setup for your turn at the special “artistic lag” challenge. It only takes a few minutes to
shoot your round (5 lags). Special scoring is assigned to the challenge per the text explanation.
The top 5 scoring players, plus ties after everyone has competed in the prelims will do 2 “final” rounds
consisting of 5 lags each. If 2 or more players are tied after the “10 lag” total, the highest of the 2 “final”
rounds will be used to determine final positions of finish. If a tie still exists, a special “Artistic Lag Roll-Off”
will be done between those tied to determine the 2017 VNEA International Junior “Artistic Pool”
Shootout Champion for each division.
The challenge for each division is the same. Diagram and text explanation plus full event guidelines for
the challenge and scoring are available via the VNEA home office and will also be posted at the venue site.
Best Victories to Each of You…

Tom “Dr. Cue” and Marty “Ms. Cue” Rossman
Event Directors

